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Developing the idea used in [3 ], we prove a few results concerning

the "size" of the groups of automorphisms of some nilpotent groups.

Theorem 1. If G is a finite p-group every element of which satisfies

the equation xp = e (the unit element of G), and if G is of order greater

than p2, then the order of G divides the order of the group of automor-

phisms of G.

Proof. First we consider the case where G is not abelian. Evidently

there exists a normal subgroup N of G which contains the center Z

of G such that G/N is cyclic of order p. Let a be an element in G

such that aN generates the group G/N, and let ZN be the center of N.

Clearly ZN is a normal subgroup of G, and ZSZN. The mapping

<j>: ZN-^ZN defined by <p(x) = [x, a]=xax~1a~1 is easily seen to be a

homomorphism into. Denote by <p(Zn) and K the image and the ker-

nel of <t> respectively. Since ZN/Kc^<p(ZN) and Z^K, we have

(1) (Z:i)\(ZN:<p(ZN)).

Denote now by 21 and 3' the group of automorphisms of G and the

group of inner automorphisms of G respectively. For any x£Zat

define a mapping <r(x): G^>G by

(aruYM = (ax)ru,

where uEN, and r is an integer modulo p. We shall show that a(x)

is an automorphism of G. We have, for u, vEAf,

(aruaev)'(x) = (ar+'[a-a, ujuvY^ = (ax)r+s[a-', u]uv,

(aruyM(a'v)'''>x) = (ax)Tu(ax)'v = (ax)r+8[(ax)_*, u]uv.

Since, however, (ax)~' = a~'x' with x'£Zjy, we have [(ax)~", u]

= [«-', u]. It follows that (aruaav)''!-x) = (aru)^x)(aavy!-x). If (aru)°M

= (ax)ru = e then arx'u = e. Hence r = 0 (mod p), u = e, and aru = e.

Now any element in G is clearly an image under the mapping <r(x).

Therefore o-(x) is an automorphism of G. Since (a"(x))'<-v) = (axy-y)

= ayx = a"^vx) for any x, yEZn and since x = e if a(x) is the identity

automorphism of G, it follows that the mapping a: Zn^% is an iso-

morphism into. We shall show that
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(2) o-izN)r\3 = o-ifazN)).

Indeed, if <r(x) is an inner automorphism induced by y = aruQG, then

y=y<r(x) = (ax)rM and hence iax)r = ar. If r^O (mod p) then ax = a,

x = e, and hence <r(x)£<r(</>(Z;v)). If r = 0 (mod p) then yQN, and

since »ff(l) = yz;y~1 = z; for all vQN, we have yQZn- Now ax = a°'C:,:)

= yay~1, x=(pia~lya), and hence <r(x)Eo-(<£(Z;v)) and, for any x in

ZN, o-(0(x)) is the inner automorphism induced by axar1. Hence (2)

is proved. From (2) we have

<riZN)S/S =* *&„)/(*&„) H 3)

(3) = <r(Z.¥)/<r(<KZ*)) [by (2)]

~ Zy/<l>(Zir),

since cr is an isomorphism into. Since (o-(Ziy):S) divides (21:3), from

(1) we have (Z:l)| (21: 3). Hence (G:l) = (G:Z)(Z:1) = (3:1)(Z:1)
divides (H:3)(3f:l) = (H:l).

Now consider the case where G is abelian. The order of 21 for this

case is well-known [5, p. 112]. It is equal to ipd — 1)ipd — p) ■ ■ •

ipd — pd~1), where pd denotes the order of G. Since d^3, the theorem

follows for G abelian. The proof of Theorem 1 is thus complete.

Now let G be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group. Fol-

lowing [2] we define an F-series of G as a finite series G = Fi>F2>

■ • ->Fd>Fd+i= {e\ of normal subgroups E; of G such that [G, E,-]

^ Ei+i for all i and such that the factor groups Fi/Fi+1 are infinite

cyclic. It is known [2] that the group G always possesses an E-series

and that the length d of any E-series of G is an invariant of G, called

the dimension oi G. Any d elements/i,/2, • • ■ ,/<* in G, where d = dim G,

are said to form an F-basis if the series G = Fi>F2> • ■ ■ >Fd> {e},

where Ft is the subgroup generated by/,-, ■ • • ,fd, is an E-series of G.

Given any E-basis/i, • • • ,/d, every element a in G is written uniquely

as a=f[f22 ■ ' " fad, where rx, r2, ■ ■ ■ ,ra are integers. Thus G becomes

a linearly ordered group if we order elements in G lexicographically

with respect to n, r2, ■ ■ • , rd. (It was proved in [4] that every linear

ordering of G which makes G an ordered group is obtained in this

way.) We shall call a linear ordering of G obtained in the above

manner regular if the group E2 generated by /2, • • • , fd contains the

center of G, or if G is abelian.

Theorem 2. Let G be a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group

and let < be a linear ordering in G by which G becomes an ordered

group. Then the group 21 of automorphisms of G which preserve the

ordering < is a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group. If the

ordering < is regular and if dim G>2, then dim A ^dim G.
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Proof. It was shown in [4] that < can be obtained from an T^-basis

/i> ■ • • . fd of G. Denote by F( the group generated by fi, • ■ • , fd-

It is clear that the set-theoretic differences Fi — Fi+i, i=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ ,

d — i, can be characterized as C-classes in the sense of [4], i.e., classes

of comparable elements with respect to the ordering <. Since G has

only a finite number of C-classes it follows easily that every C-class

Fi — Fi+i and hence every Ft is invariant under all automorphisms <r

of G which preserve <. We infer that for every i, Jl is of the form

ft=fift+i " ' ' Jd, where a, ■ ■ ■ , k are integers. In particular, /£=/<*.

Denote by 2L, t = i, 2, ■ ■ • , the subgroup of 21 consisting of all

a£21 such that/7—/i (mod Fi+t) for i=i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , d (we set T^+i

= Fd+2— ■ ■ ■ = [e\). Then what we have shown above can be ex-

pressed as 2I = 2li, and obviously we have 21<j = l. We shall now show

that [21, 2L]Ss2I(+i for all t, and that the factor groups 2L/2L+1 are

free abelian groups of finite ranks. Let o-£2L, p£2f. Then for any

fixed i we have ft=fix, fl—fiy (mod Fi+t+i), where xEFi+t, yEFi+t-
Since x^^x'^x, y"=y (mod Fi+t+i), we have easily

>,p1 _      -i -i     , .
fi      =/<y   x   yx (mod T^i+f+i).

But from [G, Fi+,]^Fi+t+i we have y-1x-1yx£Fi+(+i. Hence ff'"

=fi (mod Fi+t+i) for all i. This proves [21, 21 *] ̂  2I(+i. In order to prove

that 2f*/2L+i is a free abelian group of finite rank, let <r£2I( and set

/» - Jifi+t (mod Fi+t+i),

where Oi, • • • , c<j are integers. It is easily seen that the mapping

er—>(ai, • • • , ad) is a homomorphism of 2L into the additive group M

of all (f-tuples of integers (with the addition defined componentwise),

and that the kernel of the homomorphism is exactly 2f(+i. Therefore

2L/2L+1 is isomorphic to a subgroup of M. Our assertion is now clear.

By refining the series 21^ 2l2^ • ■ • ^ 2Lj, we obtain easily an T^-series

of 21, and hence 21 is a finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent group.

Thus the first part of the theorem is proved.

We now proceed to prove the second part. If G is abelian, then

21 is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of all dXd triangular

matrices with integral entries and with l's on the principal diagonal.

By arguing the same way as in the above, we see easily that dim 21

= d(d—l)/2, where d — dim G. Since we assume d>2, we have

dim 21^dim G, and hence the second part is proved for G abelian.

If G is not abelian, we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 by set-

ting a =/i, N=F2. Let Z, Zjy, fa and K be as in the proof of Theorem
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1. It is known [2] that G/Z is torsion-free. Therefore Ztf/Kc^tpiZ^)

and Z^K imply

(4) dim Z g dim ZN - dim fa[ZN).

We shall show that the automorphisms cr(x) of G defined by iaru)"(x)

= iax)'u, where uQN, preserve the ordering < obtained from the

E-basis/i, ■ • • , fd- This is seen as follows: aru>e implies r>0 or

r = 0andw>e. If r>0then iaru)"(-x) = iax)ru=arx'u>e, since x'uQN.

If r = 0 then iaru)a<-x) =u>e. Thus o-(x) preserves the ordering <.

Also every inner automorphism preserves the ordering <. Since G is

linearly ordered, we can prove (2) by observing that iax)r = ar with

f9*0 implies ax = a, x = e. From (2) we have (3) as before. By (3) and

a theorem of Hirsch [l, Theorem 2.23], we may prove easily that

dim ZN — dim 0(Z^) ^dim 21 — dim 3. Then from (4) it follows that

dim Z^dim 21 —dim 3. Since dim G — dim Z = dim 3> we have the

desired result dim Ggdim 21. Thus Theorem 2 is proved.

The method of proof used in the above may be applied to similar

but more general nilpotent groups, namely nilpotent groups G which

have decreasing series of normal subgroups G = Gi>G2> • ■ ■ >G*

> \e] such that [G, d] ^G,+i for all i and such that G,-/G,-+i are all

isomorphic to the additive group of an integral domain.

By analyzing the main points of the above method we can prove

more:

Theorem 3. Let p be a prime. If a group G possesses a normal sub-

group N of index p whose center Zx9* \e\ is of order<pp and if every

element 9*e in Zff is of order p, then there exists an outer automorphism

ofG.

Proof. Let aQG be such that aN generates the group G/N. The

mapping a: Zh^>Zn defined by aix) =axa~l is an automorphism of

Zjv of order p. Define a homomorphism /3 of Zn into itself by

ftix) — xaix)a2ix) ■ ■ ■ ap_1(*).

Then we see easily that (ax)p = j3(x)ap. The argument used in the

proof of Theorem 1 shows that for any xQZN such that /3(x) =e there

exists an automorphism o-(x) of G such that a"Cl) =ax and ua{x) = u for

all uQN. Further <r(x) is an inner automorphism of G if and only if

x = (l— a)y with yQZN, where 1 denotes the identity automorphism

of Zjv. Therefore our theorem is proved if we can derive a contradic-

tion from the assumption that xQZn is of the form x = (l— <x)y,

yQZ^, whenever /3(x)=e. Now every element 9*e of the abelian

group ZN is of order p. Hence l=ap implies (1 — a)p = 0, where 0
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denotes the homomorphism of Zn into itself which carries every ele-

ment into e. Hence

(5) fi = 1 + a + • • • + a"-1 = (1 - a)*-1.

Now, for 4 = 1, 2, • • • , p, let

Zi = {x| x £ Zn, (1 — a)fx = e\.

Then we have Z,-^Z,-_i. We shall show that the equality can not hold.

Suppose Zi = Z,_i for some i>0. Now for any xEZn we have

(1 - a)''((l - a)p_ix) = (1 - a)px = e.

Thus the assumption Z, = Z,_i implies that

(1 — a)*_1((l - ay-'x) = (1 - a)"-1* = e

for all xEZN. Therefore from (5) it follows that /3(x) =«, and hence,

by our assumption, that every x£Z# is of the form x=(i—a)y.

From this it follows easily that every element x£Zjy is of the form

x = (l— a)"z = e. Therefore Zjy={e}, contradicting our assumption

Ziffle}. Therefore Z,?^Zj_i. Similarly we may prove Zi9^{e\.

Now from the fact that the series Zjy = Zp>Zp_i> • • • >Zi> {e} is

strictly decreasing it follows that the order of Zn is ^pp. This again

contradicts our assumption that the order of Zjy is <pp. This com-

pletes the proof.
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